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	Canvas Size	Deal	Your Price	
	8" x 8"	91% off	$5.44	$60.53	›
	12" x 12"	85% off	$13.61	$90.80	›
	11" x 14"	85% off	$14.08	$93.90	›
	16" x 20"	85% off	$20.29	$135.35	›
	18" x 24"	85% off	$22.19	$148.00	›
	24" x 36"	85% off	$31.22	$208.26	›
	30" x 40"	85% off	$44.91	$299.57	›
	
See All Canvas Sizes
	›

*Pricing does not include shipping cost


Customer Highlights
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Decorative Frames
Elevate your space with our decorative framed canvas prints, available in a range of colors and options. Your most cherished photographs, beautifully framed, will add an elegant touch to any room. Whether you're aiming for a cozy atmosphere or a modern aesthetic, our prints are designed to transform your space into a gallery of cherished moments. Redefine your decor with these unique pieces that seamlessly capture and complement your personal style. Our beautifully framed canvas prints are the perfect gift for Christmas, Mother’s Day, a birthday, or any treasured occasion. Make your loved one smile with a one-of-a-kind custom canvas print.
Get started > 


What Are Gallery Wrapped Canvas Prints?
Upgrade from our standard 0.75” canvas prints to the luxurious Gallery Wrapped 1.5” canvas prints. Discover why seasoned professionals prefer the captivating allure of our deep, 1.5” gallery wrapped canvas prints. Crafted with precision using premium bright white canvas material and certified eco-friendly latex inks, our giclee prints boast a stunning quality with lasting durability. Transform your treasured pictures to canvas prints by handpicking your canvas size and wrap thickness, uploading your photo or artwork, and choosing a border that perfectly accentuates your piece. Your masterpiece awaits.
Get started > 
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Hanging Options for Canvas Photo Prints
Experience the art of convenience with our in-house printed canvas prints, thoughtfully stretched and primed for display with a pre-attached sawtooth hanger on the back. Select one of our secure wall hanging choices, inclduing sturdy wall mounts or hanging kits. Canvas On The Cheap is your ultimate destination for canvas prints, delivered promptly and priced unbelievably. Our professional canvas artisans craft over a million canvas photo prints annually, translating to remarkable savings, exclusively for you.
Discover Custom Canvas Lamination
Introducing the canvas upgrade you've been waiting for: Custom Canvas Lamination. Take your favorite photos to a whole new level with this unique enhancement. We're talking about a special protective layer that not only makes colors pop with vibrancy but also protects your canvas print from scratches. Upgrade to premium lamination for a double-coat to give your canvas the extra boost it deserves. Ready to bring your art to life? Give it the Custom Canvas Lamination treatment today!
Get started > 













Why Canvas On The Cheap

Award Winning Customer Service

Super Fast Shipping Times

Over 6 Million Canvas Shipped

Now Offering Buy Now, Pay Later




CATEGORIES
Canvas Prints Canvas Pictures Custom Canvas Prints Canvas Photo Prints Photo Canvas Photo on Canvas Pictures on Canvas
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